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Thank you, King Kyle. God bless you down there. We're back here in TN. 

(All congratulate two new blessed couples, and the King awards the blue belt to a few Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu 

young men, including Shin Jun and Shin Deuk, his sons) 

Today we will go to 1st Corinthians chapter 8.  

 

The Rod of Iron Freedom Festival 

Shout out to all the volunteers at the Rod of Iron Freedom Festival. Let's give it up to all the 

volunteers! (Applause) They're just so amazing! The Cheong Pyeong team also contributed 

greatly there helping out at the festival. We had such an incredible festival; such a great lineup! 

Such an incredible weekend! Tremendous speakers like Sebastian Gorka and Ambassador Alan 

Keys; it’s always a tremendous joy to see him. And Trevor Loudon who's an Epoch Times 

writer and he knows Father’s works so well. 

Ambassador Keyes of course knows Father's works so well too because he was in the Reagan 

Administration. Reagan gave Father the credit for taking down the Soviet Union. He said, “We 

had the desire but without Rev. Moon, we would never have stopped communism.” (Applause) That's a 

quote; we have it on the calendar. That was Reagan. So, of course, Ambassador Keyes knows 

that and Trevor Loudon too who is an expert on communism. He has been studying 

communism and has been writing for the Epoch Times recently. He wrote many books; a very 

accomplished author. He also said, “Boy! Asia would have been swallowed up if it wasn't for Rev. 
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Moon out there in Asia with his foundation, keeping the communists out.” Asia would have been 

swallowed up by communism as the communist wave was spreading through China and 

through the Soviet Union etc. It was spreading worldwide; it was gaining traction.  

But it was our people in the 1960s and 70s, especially in Korea and Japan that were the main 

educators. All the people in the government know us because we were the ones fighting the 

communists. Father had identified it as political Satanism, the machine of Satan, the apparatus 

of Satan and Satan's hands and feet on the earth. So, all our brothers and sisters in the 60s and 

70s in Japan were fighting the commies. The young people don't know that, you weren't part of 

that but your parents were. 

It's interesting because in the modern day now that the judgment has come and the Family 

Fraud has been attacked on a daily basis by the Japanese media, the Japanese media actually 

came to the Freedom Festival. Did you know this, folks? TBS which is Tokyo Broadcasting; 

that's a big one. Also, Fuji TV came; it’s more conservative. Tokyo is very commie, very leftist; 

Fuji is a little more conservative. Another one came; it’s like The Associated Press for Japan; all 

their stuff goes out to all the Japanese newspapers. 

We did interviews with them. It went very well; very nice interviews. TBS just showed little 

snippets of it. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ho7P9VVj8X4 

I think Fuji showed a little more of the interview. But I told them, “Look! What happened to Abe is 

absolutely terrible, it's tragic. It's so sad because he was a hero in Japan; he was fighting the commies. 

Abe fought communism to his dying day; he was like a martyr. So, all the conservatives in Japan should 

make a new commitment to destroy the Communist Party in Japan.” Of course, they took those pieces 

out because the media is part of the communists, especially TBS. But I believe Fuji did keep that 

in. The point is that the communist encroachment is not only real in America; it's real across the 

world and we are now facing a global potential catastrophe. 

All right let's get to the Scripture. Let's read together. 

 

1st Corinthians chapter 8: 1-13 

“The Limits of Christian Liberty.”                                                                                      

1 Now as touching things offered unto idols, we know that we all have knowledge. Knowledge puffeth up, 

but charity edifieth. 

2 And if any man think that he knoweth any thing, he knoweth nothing yet as he ought to know. 

3 But if any man love God, the same is known of him. 

4 As concerning therefore the eating of those things that are offered in sacrifice unto idols, we know that 

an idol is nothing in the world, and that there is none other God but one. 
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5 For though there be that are called gods, whether in heaven or in earth, (as there be gods many, and lords 

many,) 

6 But to us there is but one God, the Father, of whom are all things, and we in him; and one Lord Jesus 

Christ, by whom are all things, and we by him. 

7 Howbeit there is not in every man that knowledge: for some with conscience of the idol unto this hour 

eat it as a thing offered unto an idol; and their conscience being weak is defiled. 

8 But meat commendeth us not to God: for neither, if we eat, are we the better; neither, if we eat not, are 

we the worse. 

9 But take heed lest by any means this liberty of yours become a stumblingblock to them that are weak. 

10 For if any man see thee which hast knowledge sit at meat in the idol's temple, shall not the conscience of 

him which is weak be emboldened to eat those things which are offered to idols; 

11 And through thy knowledge shall the weak brother perish, for whom Christ died? 

12 But when ye sin so against the brethren, and wound their weak conscience, ye sin against Christ. 

13 Wherefore, if meat make my brother to offend, I will eat no flesh while the world standeth, lest I make 

my brother to offend. 

That's chapter 8. Now, we have to remember the context in which this is written. In America 

we're not used to it. Maybe if you're in Japan you're definitely used to it, but in America not so 

much anymore, even though it's growing.  

 

The apex of God’s creation vs. a raccoon 

The point is in the ancient world remember idol worship is big; it's like a pantheon of deities. 

It's not monotheism, it's not the dominant belief system; it is polytheism. So, people have idols; 

they have statues, they have little trinkets and such things that they worship. They have an altar 

at home and maybe they pray at night or whatever the case may be. They have these idols as 

part of their “spirituality’, part of their “religion” and these idols are big deal. 

Remember, we just had our Japan tour and that's when the craziest happened, and the Family 

Fraud was trying to disrupt the events with one hundred and fifty people or something like 

that. I told them, “What are you people doing? You’re not fighting me; you're fighting Father. You're 

going to lose.” Ten days later judgment comes. Boom! And they're still getting hit with it now. 
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But the point is: while we were there, we were staying in the countryside at 

some places depending on the city and there's this Tanuki, the Tanuki 

Kami. All the Japanese people know that; it is the raccoon god. The raccoon 

god! He's basically the rodent god and people are scared of him. They 

believe that he has some kind of magic abilities to sense earthquakes and he 

has abilities to keep you safe, etc. But if you think about it. Actually, what is 

happening, folks, what is happening? There's Mr. Tanuki; he's going to save you when the 

earthquake comes. So, they have all these shrines to Mr. Tanuki, and they have all these gardens 

with Mr. Tanuki there. 

Now you can say, “Oh, that's innocent.” But there's a problem. Look at what it's DOING to the 

people. They are the apex of God’s creation, and it makes them bow down to a rat. Human 

beings are the apex of God's creation and this type of paganism makes you believe that a rat or 

a raccoon has more ability to problem solve than you! The point is you are bowing down to this 

animal. Maybe it's smart and it can get into trash cans and stuff like that, but you are much 

more intelligent; you are WAY more advanced than a raccoon. Notice what this type of 

religiosity does: it flips it. It doesn't make the apex of God's creation that is human beings, the 

ANSWER to the problem; it makes Mr. Raccoon that we shoot over here the answer. We shoot 

the raccoons when they come and try to eat the trash; when they try to get into the trash bins or 

whatever. We shoot them over here; we don't worship them.  

But imagine in that mythological landscape, that is created and pushed by the state because it 

helps keep the people down. Think about it: if you're so terrified that you are willing to put 

your trust and faith into a raccoon. Do you understand? They've got you to such a debased 

spiritual and psychological state, that you're literally asking an impotent stupid animal to SAVE 

you.  

Now generally in terms of psychology think how much easier it is for a communist or statist or 

some centralized government archangelic political Satanist POWER to control such a 

population. They want that. They don't want people having confidence in themselves believing 

they're the apex of God's creation, and that God has given them all the abilities they need for all 

the obstacles they face - with God's help of course. Are you with me, folks? They don't want 

people believing in self-reliance and being capable. No, they want people to be dependent. As 

Ambassador Keyes said, “They want to replace the courage from our hearts and put in fear.” 

They have a good system in Japan; they have the big earthquakes that come all the time. So 

that's scary. You got the earthquakes; people die and media can pump it up, get people really 

scared. In the ancient days they would say, “Well, you have to pray to this god, this god, this god. 

He'll protect you against the earthquake.”  

Idol worship was a HUMONGOUS thing in the Mediterranean world as well. You heard of the 

Oracle of Delphi in the Greco-Roman World. They would go to these oracles who were 

potentially inhaling different noxious fumes that were emanating from the earth in these caves, 
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hallucinating etc., and proclaiming that they were divine oracles. This was a BIG deal in the 

ancient world! 

 

Touching things offered unto idols 

Imagine in this ancient landscape, now you've got people that are saved. They're saved by the 

blood of Jesus; they're saved by faith in Christ. And now they go to the temple; they've been 

invited to a pagan temple because there's a barbecue or there's a feast, but before you get the 

food, they usually have sacrificed that food to this or that god, this or that deity. And the 

different deities are tied to what? Usually in the ancient world, the deities are tied to sex cults, 

sex trafficking and pedophilia. That's what they’re tied to; ALWAYS! Even currently, the cult of 

Yellamma in India is selling young Indian girls to that cult to be used in what they call temple 

prostitution. Throughout the ancient world this existed everywhere. The Judeo-Christian God is 

unique; He said, “This is abominable; this is evil. You can't do that.”  

So, in terms of the new believers,                                                                                                                 

-“Well, we went to this party and that dude he gave us meat that was sacrificed to this pagan god who 

was obviously connected to demonic things.”                                                                                                  

So, the other Christian guy is saying,                                                                                                        

-“Hey, I don't think you should eat that. If you eat that you’re going to be defiled.”                              

Then the first Christian guy goes,                                                                                                              

-“Well, no, no! I know that there's One God; there is not this kind of panoply of gods. There is but ONE 

God and all these gods are fake. They're just wood or stone or clay statues.” Which is true; that's a true 

statement.                                                                                                                                                   

But the other guy is saying,                                                                                                                            

-“No, no, but it's been offered; it's been offered on the altar to these deities and those deities are demons; 

they're devils. You shouldn't be eating them because somehow that food is now imbued with that demonic 

power. So, when you eat that you are going to be somehow acquiescing to this demonic power.”  

Are you with me folks? This is also a point of confrontation in the church of Corinth. Can you 

eat food that is given on the altars of idols, because in the ancient world that was quite common, 

or must you stay away from it? 

Paul is answering that question here. Look at what he says:                                                               

1 Now as touching things offered unto idols, we know that we all have knowledge.                                            

He says, “Look, we all know.” What do they know? They know that the polytheistic gods, the 

idols that they're making they're not real. They have that knowledge.  

 

Knowledge puffeth up 

 --- Knowledge puffeth up but charity edifieth.” But if we only have knowledge of these theological 

issues and things but yet don't have what? If we don't have CHARITY. That means sacrificial 
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giving, that means thinking of other people. If we only have knowledge of theological things, 

philosophical things, lofty things; if we only have KNOWLEDGE, this puffs us up. 

Look at Klaus Schwab, look at the globalists; even the modern day “atheist scientists,” they're 

puffed up with knowledge. They think they know everything because they're seeking objective 

truths through science, and of course that's why they pushed an unscientific, unproven vaccine 

upon the whole world because “they're so scientific and they always pursue the truth!” Right? NO! 

We know it's not true; we know it's a total lie. You see what I'm saying? We saw that with the 

whole corona scam. 

But they want to put themselves up and say, “No! We pursue the truth and all of you uneducated, 

vaccine-hesitant, unscientific science-deniers, you're killing grandma!” You remember this? This is 

only two years ago, folks. Most people forgot it because it's stressful so they want to get it out of 

their mind and they want to forget, leave it behind and act as if it never happened. But it 

happened, it really happened; it actually happened, folks. We can't remember that. That's how 

our mind and our heart sometimes want to deal with that trauma of the past; being totally 

exploited and being totally manhandled by the state and being lied to. We want to just put it 

away, “Okay, okay, let's move on! Let's not think about it! Forget it.” No, no, but you can't because 

this is so critical. They just did it to you; they just RAVAGED you like two years ago. Are you 

with me folks?  

But think about it: they were so puffed up. They were obviously ridiculous. They were 

censoring real doctors like Dr McCullough and Dr Robert Malone, the six-patents holder of the 

mRNA vaccine; they were going after Dr Mercola and all these doctors who were actually 

speaking out against this. All these guys were getting censored. All the “experts” would come 

up and they would DEMAND that you listened to them; they would DEMAND that, “you must 

obey the science and all the experts.”  

There’s a new movie coming out. It's an hour and a half of just clips. There's no point to the 

movie; there are just clips of them lying to you the last two years. It's a movie, it's an hour and a 

half long; it's called Fluvid19. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1o8ayMwLNQ                  

It has no story other than the fact that you've been scammed, you've been completely conned 

and you fell for it. They have over and over and over and over again, all these called “experts,” 

one after another for two years just lying, lying, lying, lying, and most importantly the public 

was scammed and conned. 

This is now showing that exponential increase in myocardial swelling of the heart and also in 

sudden death syndrome -young people falling over and dying of SDS- which only happened 

right after the force mandates. All these crazed-out brainwashed young people thought they 

were edumacated because they went to all the different universities and they got all their 

degrees. But then they were so stupid and conned, and they're so gullible and so foolish, like 

idiots jumping in a pond of lava, and they just did it because the experts said to do it.             

And what happened? Now there's a new category of death called sudden death syndrome 
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(SDS) which never existed before. That's young people getting myocardial swollen heart disease 

and dying. And of course, now they're showing permanent heart disease for the rest of their life.   

But nobody who did not get the jab regrets it. We don't have SDS, we don't have myocarditis; 

we don't have a swollen heart that's popping out of our chest. Because we chose to listen to the 

actual scientists who were trying to whistle blow and trying to tell us the truth while they were 

being censored, while they were being shut down, while they were being silenced. So, 

knowledge does puff up.  

Knowledge is good because in the Scripture it says that we must know God and that knowledge 

does what? Sets us free. Knowing God is important, that is theological understanding of God, 

our relationship with God, different philosophical understanding of God. Those things can be 

important BUT JUST that alone will puff us up. That's what 1st Corinthians 13 is all about. 

Knowledge is important. Let's not say knowledge is unimportant. Knowing and studying and 

those kinds of things are important, BUT it's not the thing that gets you saved. It's not the thing 

that makes you perfect obviously, because Satan has all the knowledge too; Satan has tons of 

knowledge.  

 

Charity edifieth 

“Knowledge puffeth up but charity edifieth.”                                                                                             

Charity! Here, this is agape love. Sometimes it is translated as love but love in the modern day 

has become, “Oh, I just love everything including Satan, okay.” That is not what love is; love 

HATES evil for example. So, it's not this modern, “Hey! Love,” this kind of thing. Charity is a 

nice translation. It has love elements in it but it also means sacrificing and it also means giving 

beyond yourself; you're living for the sake of others beyond yourself.  

So, knowledge is important for our growth etc., but it's not everything; we must have charity. In 

other words, we must have love, we must have charitable love; we must care for other people. 

Amen! We actually have to care for people. 

Let’s jump to 1 Corinthians chapter 13. That is another scripture that is very heavy on this. 

“1 Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have not charity, I am become as sounding 

brass, or a tinkling cymbal. 2 And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries, and 

all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and have not charity, I am 

nothing.” Amen!  

In the Family Fraud what happened with the culture? A lot of people in the Family Fraud 

especially in the leadership etc., became Pharisees. In the hierarchy, it was all about, “Oh, I did 

this. I did all the things that True Father said I had to do. Thus, I am perfect and thus you have to follow 

me.” It was this kind of arrogance and it was not trying to see in the larger context of what True 

Father was doing. Amen! 
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So, the charity aspect is very critical. Even though we have knowledge of these things for 

example that God is One, that pagan gods don't have any power; that they're just fallen angels, 

they're just demons who lead people astray and lead them to other social and moral values, at 

the end of that scripture, we see that we don't want our brother to fall, we don't want to cause 

our brother to sin.  

 

1 Corinthians 8: 10-13 

10 For if any man see thee which hast knowledge sit at meat in the idol's temple, shall not the conscience of 

him which is weak be emboldened to eat those things which are offered to idols; 

11 And through thy knowledge shall the weak brother perish, for whom Christ died? 

12 But when ye sin so against the brethren, and wound their weak conscience, ye sin against Christ. 

13 Wherefore, if meat make my brother to offend, I will eat no flesh while the world standeth, lest I make 

my brother to offend. 

It says: “Look! You know God is One, you have the saving grace of Christ. You're sitting in the idols’ 

temple because you're already set free and you know that there are no real deities or evil deities above 

God. You know that, so to you that meat is not going to defile you”. He's talking about this whole 

thing, THAT meat is not going to defile you. BUT he said about somebody of a weaker 

conscience and it could be a younger person, “THEY saw you eating that idols’ temple meat and 

now THEY think it's okay to go pursue that idol.” They misunderstood right? For them it wasn't 

just a matter of meat. To them it is, “Oh, that elder over there is eating the meat given to idols. I'm 

saved anyway so it's okay for me to be with the idols.” And this can lead to what? 

11 And through thy knowledge shall the weak brother perish, for whom Christ died?                                                

It can lead to death. “Perish,” it can lead for him to be LEAVING Christ. So, what is he saying? 

We must also be MINDFUL of what? Mindful of the community. 

We used to have this brotherly love. This sense of “Love God, love your neighbor.” This used to be 

part of our culture, especially in America, a Christian nation; it was a very important part of our 

culture. In Cheon Il Guk it's even bigger. It's manifest in the actual militia because it's illegal to 

have federal law enforcement and federal police and the military. The PEOPLE, the people 

guard freedom with responsibility. They have the duty to do their part and defend freedom and 

the other people; to love their neighbor and protect their neighbor. Because you're not going to 

call the federal police, they're illegal, and you're not going to call the federal military because 

everything is decentralized in the Kingdom. All the kings and the priests and the queens and 

the evangelists have to have the Rod of Iron. 
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You're going to call a local system that we've set up, of local citizens who are the kings and 

priests who have set up a sheriff and that sheriff will have a response team. The city or the 

county will be divided up into different sections, etc., and they'll manage it; they'll organize it in 

terms of first responders and all this kind of stuff. But really, it's going to be your neighbors that 

are going to be your strongest allies.  

So, everyone in the Kingdom is part of law enforcement; everyone in the Kingdom is part of the 

military. Just like a king by the way even in the satanic world. A king traditionally in Britain, 

Thailand, etc., is also part of the military. For example, King David and King Saul had to lead 

the military into battle, unlike now in modern days where the generals stay home and send the 

young people to die. But in the ancient world the kings actually had to go first; they had to lead 

the whole army to fight the enemy. It was the opposite of today; they were expected to go to the 

front. In the same way: as citizen kings and priests, queens and evangelists, we also have the 

duty to be our brother's keeper, to be our neighbors’ protector. 

 

Please bring your gun 

People really enjoy coming to the Rod of Iron Freedom Festival because in many festivals 

nowadays even in America, you're forced to disarm when you enter. But in the Rod of Iron 

Freedom Festival, we encourage you to bring your weapon. You are encouraged. You don't 

leave it in the car, you don't leave it at home; you leave it on your hip or on your shoulder and 

you come in and you celebrate God, country, friends and family and all those kinds of things 

that are so dear and precious. Amen! 

There's a wonderful article on Popular EDC.                                                            

https://popularedc.com/after-action-debrief-rod-of-iron-freedom-festival/                                          

He wrote a glowing, glowing, very personal piece about the whole Freedom Festival; he wrote 

it was the best Taiwanese food he's ever had in his life, and he went on and on about how great 

the festival was. That now in America you can hardly find festivals where they tell you, “Please, 

please, bring your gun!” You can hardly find that ANYWHERE other than at the Rod of Iron 

Freedom Festival. Also, at NRA gatherings they don't tell you not to bring a gun, so everybody 

has a gun there too; at GOA events, everybody has a gun. 

See, if you're not in that world you don't understand how this works, “Well, if everybody has a 

gun aren’t they going to kill each other or shoot each other?” No, no! See that's not how it works, 

because people usually don't want to die over pizza, cheese or pepperoni, you know stupid 

things like that. Now, there are some people who want to die and they do crazy things. Then of 

course the best defense is if everybody has the ability to stop that person when he does crazy 

stuff; that's the best way to do it. The mass shootings, they're all on gun free zones; 98.4% on 

gun-free zones. We were telling that to the Japanese media and the French media.  
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The London Times came. The London Times, isn't that an old paper? (created in 1785) Weren’t 

they writing against George Washington 250 years ago? Anyway, they came to the Freedom 

Festival. I told them, “You guys keep spouting the same leftist propaganda about guns. I mean you 

guys got to get the actual science correct. 98.4% of all the mass shootings are on gun-free zones. You are 

not allowing good people to defend themselves and stop the threat so the threat keeps KILLING, because 

he's crazy, he's demon-possessed; he usually worships Satan and is into Goth and all this kind of Devil 

worship that lures people in.” Of course, the media they don't put any of that in the articles they 

write, but anyway, it's the reality.  

 

What if it causes your brother to PERISH? 

So, the best defense to stop evil is for good people to be responsible, to have a sense of DUTY 

towards one another, have the sense of moral duty. In the end of 1st Corinthians chapter 8 we're 

talking about having a sense of duty for your brother, be your brother's keeper. Don't do stuff 

that you may feel is going to harm them. You can't be perfect; obviously nobody's perfect okay, 

but we have to have a CONSCIOUSNESS in the body of Christ so that we don't unwillingly 

tempt people to fall.  

This goes with sisters too. That's why the Bible encourages sisters, “Don’t dress sexually 

provocatively”. Why? Because you are TEMPTING your brothers to sin. Are you with me girls? 

You're tempting your brothers. Your body is made for your husband and not to show to other 

people. Some of the girls have gun channels or something like that and they pull up the 

appendage and their belly is showing; we tell their husband, “Hey, hey! Tell the sister to put on a 

shirt underneath it, okay.” You have to be aware; your body is not just your body; it has power. 

So, you have to protect your BROTHERS in the faith. That's why God commands women, 

“Don't dress provocatively,” because you have sexual power, when you're young especially. So, 

you have to respect; you have to consider, be mindful, have a charitable mind towards the other 

brothers or sisters in Christ. Amen! 

It's not good enough to KNOW things. All those ministers who went against Father or even 

against Jesus, they knew the Scripture. All these crazy ministers they teach the Divine Principle 

but yet they'll go on with a total heresy. Why? For the money, power, status. They don't have 

the charity of, “Hey! If I do this, my brother is going to fall into Satan's lap; if I do this my brother is 

going to follow the Harlot of Babylon into hell and separate from Father.” They don't care about that; 

they care about, “I have my knowledge. I'm greater than you. I am more perfect than you because I've 

been in the church for 40, 50 years,” whatever the case may be. They don't have that charitable 

mind; they don't care about what's happening to the eternal life of these other people, separated 

from Father.  

11 And through thy knowledge shall the weak brother perish, for whom Christ died?                                         

That's what we're talking about. What if it causes your brother to PERISH?  
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Honor & Virtue over Money & Power 

This is what the Family Frauders were finding out when they were coming to our events trying 

to disrupt them with one hundred and fifty people. In waves, every fifteen minutes, they would 

get up and start cursing at me and shouting at me.  

“Yeah, okay, all right, okay!” I was not shouting back at them. I was telling them, “You're not 

fighting me; you're fighting Father. You guys got to be thinking. Use your brain. You are the people that 

are going against Father. You are changing the entire Divine Principle. Nowhere in the Principle is there 

an only-begotten-daughter that all of Christianity waited for. It doesn't exist.” In that environment I'm 

just speaking to them and they're shouting and hollering and acting crazy, and the next day 

they have to put a memo out saying what? “Don't go to these events, don't try to disrupt these 

events. We found that the young people get shaken very heavily.” 

They tried to get them to do the ruckus but the young people in the Family Fraud, they don't 

have any faith; they're there for some kind of position or money, and their faith is very weak. If 

there was no money there would be no way any of them would be in that cult; no way. They're 

trying to get them to do the ruckus and to curse me whom they know to be Father’s son; they 

actually know that I'm the one who's anointed, and their faith in the Han mother is not even 

strong. So, they're like, “Uh! I don't want to yell at him. That’s Hyung Jin Nim, I don't want to yell at 

him.” So, you just have the older people doing it because they're the ones that are the managers, 

they're the ones that get the bigger salary, etc. It didn't work out for them at all; it was terrible. 

They had to put on a memo saying, “Don't do this! The younger people will be shaken.” 

Because in these meetings we're not talking about robbing your father or stealing or changing 

the theology and claiming you’re the Messiah. No!  

We're talking about the opposite.                                                                                                       

We're talking about who Father is. Father is the Returning Christ.                                                              

We’re talking about the Word of God.                                                                                                            

We're talking about communism as political Satanism and how it's covering the world now 

with the judgment.                                                                                                                                                 

We're talking about how we remain solid with Christ even though we receive persecution. 

All these kinds of terrible things that we shouldn't be talking about, apparently. Why? Because 

we didn't rob anybody, we didn't steal two billion dollars like the Kwak group from their own 

father, we didn't steal tens of billions from your own husband and then steal the inheritance 

from your own son.  

We didn't do that; we didn't do any of that. In fact, we lost everything to pursue what? Honor 

and virtue. Not that we’re perfect or anything. It should be normal; it should be totally normal 

to pursue honor and virtue over money and power. Because in the end you win; in the end your 

civilization wins if you do that. You cannot lose if you pursue that because that's what God 

pursues. That's what God is, His nature is that. His nature is not money and power; it's not, 
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“Oh, I finally found God and I reached out and grabbed the hundred-dollar bill.” Uh-uh! It doesn't 

happen that way. His nature is not money, His nature is not power. His nature is goodness, His 

nature is benevolence, His nature is love, charity, truth. And when a civilization PURSUES that, 

even at great suffering and great pains and great attacks, it only makes the victory more solid. 

Amen! The more evil attacks it, the more guaranteed the victory is in the end. 

Now, that doesn't mean there's not going to be tribulation, it doesn't mean there's not going to 

be tears, it doesn’t mean there's not going to be sadness or anxiety or depression; you can have 

all that. But in the end God wins; God wins because people didn't worship money. “You cannot 

worship God and Mammon,” which is the money god by the way. So, you can't worship God and 

money; that will lead you to perish. 

How many people we've seen like that? People who want to worship money, “Hey! I just want 

to focus on my career.” Look at their next generation and their kids! Their families are shattered 

because they just live for themselves, “I want to show the world. I want to receive praise. I want to 

get glory.” It's not like “my relationships matter,” or anything. Just the money matters, just the 

girls matter; whatever the case may be. We see those kinds of families perish, perish. 

It doesn't mean that the believers should not have money. We want people to be blessed. God 

wants these people to be blessed, but we can't worship money as God. Amen! God has to be 

first. We want people to be blessed because good people will bless other people with their 

riches. They won't just use it for themselves, they won't just use it in a selfish way like a 

narcissist.  

 

America & Pride 

Hollywood and the media apparatus try to train young people to be narcissistic,” Worship 

yourself! You can become God, you can change your gender, you can change all of the universe and all 

the biology and all of science and everything.” And everybody has to bow to your whim, your own 

subjective view of yourself; everybody has to bow to you and if they don't do that, you're not 

only offended but you're committed to VIOLENCE against them, and we must go after them 

with the LAW. Not only censure them, we must PROSECUTE them for VIOLENT acts. This is 

what they're trying to push. They’re are crazy, they're crazy; they're crazy people!  

Look at America! Look how we have fallen as a Christian nation! Imagine if we had the Peace 

Police-Peace Militia model! We couldn't outsource our security, our responsibilities to the 

government, “Oh! I don't want to do charity; I don't want to help those people over there! Human 

Health Services they'll do it. Alright, take my taxes and use that.”” Ah! it's too much to strap on two to 

five pounds of iron and metal and train and be ready to stop violent encounters. It's too much, it's too 

scary; it gives me anxiety, it gives me depression. So, I'm going to outsource that to the police squad. I'm 

going to outsource that to the federal.” 
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And now the federal has power over the local. What has happened to America?  In some states 

like Pennsylvania sheriffs no longer have power; they're now UNDER the state police 

communist model. That's the European model by the way, not the American model. The 

American model is the sheriff's model where we can FIRE the head of law enforcement if he's 

bad. We can fire him; he's supposed to be one of us and he's supposed to be accountable to us. 

That's the sheriff's law. In Tennessee the sheriff still has constitutional power. That's great! 

Praise God! Praise God! 

In a place like Pennsylvania, no, they've been castrated, they've been cut, they've been delimbed 

and they only can basically move prisoners from prison to prison; they don't have any law 

enforcement powers. It's ridiculous. Then, in Pennsylvania if you cannot fire the sheriff, you 

cannot fire anybody. You shouldn't have the state police model where they're been appointed 

by some governor, some municipality, or some kind of commissioners, etc. No, no, no! Then the 

people can't fire that corrupt person.    

That's why you see in all the cities, they have the state police model where they're appointed, 

and they cannot be fired. They're a politician doing the will of the communists and creating a 

more leftist zone, creating a more disarmed zone, creating a more irresponsible zone. If the 

people lose their sense of responsibility like, “I am called by God to defend LIFE!” If the people 

lose that sense of responsibility, “No, no, the government does it for us. No, no, I don't want. Why 

should I do that? Why should I put myself in harm’s way? I'm not going to do that. I just want to go 

shopping; I want to go to Walmart and I want to go eat at this or that restaurant. I don't want to. Why 

would I do that?” You see what I'm saying?  

If the people become like that, now you're overtaken; you’re a slave. You have no sense of moral 

duty for your brother. Your charity is gone; your heart of charity, of sacrificial giving is gone. 

What has taken its place? “Oh, we have so much knowledge, we are such a rich country.” Pride has 

taken its place. 

 

Responsible trained gun owner 

That's why for example in the Rod of Iron Freedom Festival we changed the culture. We say,” 

Come to the Festival! Please, please, please, please, please, please, wear your gun! You are a responsible 

gun owner, we celebrate you. We thank you.” Because you also are doing a service; if you are a 

responsible trained gun owner, you are doing a service. Just like anybody else who is defending 

life, you are actually somebody who is going through a myriad of different uncomfortable 

issues and things that you got to deal with for the sake of other people. Not only for the sake of 

your family or for yourself, your body autonomy etc., but also for other people if needs be, and 

you are called at that moment where evil raises its ugly head to be the first responder. God has 

put you there. Bam! You were ready. 
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And you may not be perfect and you may not be like a three-gun grand master or someone like 

that, but it's okay because neither was Stephen Willeford, the man in the church who stopped 

the crazy shooter in Texas.  

https://www.rodofironfreedomfestival.org/speakers/stephen-willeford 

He wasn't a three-gun champion, he wasn't a combat vet. He was just somebody who was 

ready, went back home and came out with a shotgun, started shooting, opened fire and he 

nailed him. He was actually quite far, he was about twenty yards, but he nailed him and he put 

that boy down. That demon possessed boy that sold himself to Satan, and who was ready to kill 

innocent people indiscriminately for no reason whatsoever; just preying on people for his own 

delusional high. A disgusting psychopath! There are those kinds of demonic forces; people DO 

sell their soul and get sucked in and tempted by these demonic powers, “I will give you power. 

You give your soul to me.” That’s what Satan does. He always tempts you with status and fame 

and beauty and power. 

 

Love & Charity in Marriage 

That's why we all try to educate the young people, “Young boys, don't just look at how hot the girl 

is. That's not what you're looking for in a marriage.” You've got to think of who will be a 

responsible MOTHER, who will be forbearing and patient, who will be strong in the face of 

persecution when all their friends are posting pictures on Instagram, of themselves traveling 

and wearing bikini, and here's the good Christian girl having babies. Uh-huh, yeah, that's how 

they make you feel. They make you feel like you're wasting your life because you're not the 

Instagram chick with the bikinis on and showing your butt to the world.  

You’re wasting your life raising the next generation of LIFE? This is the stupidest thing! You're 

wasting your life? You're the loser because you are investing in your key relationships? You're 

the loser because you see beyond thirty and forty years old? You realize that you're going to 

start getting old and sagging; you're going to start getting sick and dying with cancer, diabetes 

and all sorts of different things potentially in the fifties and sixties, and the only people around 

you are not going to be your friends who on Instagram posted pictures of bikinis. THEY're not 

going to be anywhere! They're going to have multiple broken marriages, multiple children out 

of wedlock, etc., a wrecked life or they have no children. Because they thought it was the 

feminist cool thing, to kill off your gene set. So incredible, so smart! You just literally extinct 

yourself to get the praise of some crazy “Kakamane” psychopathic lady! 

When you get older and your body starts falling apart, none of those “friends” are going to be 

there. Sorry to break the news; none of them are coming. NONE of them are coming. They'll call 

you, “Oh, honey, I'm sorry. I just moved to Houston and like I'm really busy and oh my God, I have a 

second apartment and my friend like… my husband like… I just divorced him. I really wanted to come 

and visit you, because I know you have a heart disease and you may be dying in two or three weeks, but 
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I'm so sorry I can't make it. But I wanted to call you at least and let you know … Okay, honey, thank 

you.” THEY”RE not going to be there for you at all! They're making excuses; if they're even 

calling you that's a miracle. 

Your children, if you have good relationship with your kids and they actually love you and 

they're grateful for how you raised them! Guess who's going to be by your side? Your honest 

husband, huh yeah, who annoyed you with toothpaste and throwing the socks on the ground, 

he's going to be by your side when you're dying with cancer. Yes, that's how it works. When 

you’re dying with cancer or whatever the case may be, yeah guess what? It's your wife. All your 

friends said, “Oh, a bachelor’s life is better; I can bang all these girls.” No, no, no! They're going to 

have nobody. 

It's going to be your loyal wife. She's going to be there by your side; she's going to be the one 

defending you, taking care of you, caring for you, spooning gruel into your mouth as you 

cannot even move your lips. Yeah, that's how it works. 

But you're told, “Don't invest in these relationships! No, no, don't do that! Don't invest in these 

relationships!” Of course, you shouldn't do it for the reason of being fed by spoon when you're 

sick and dying with cancer; you don't do it for that reason. But I'm saying that's a byproduct of 

a strong relationship; it's just a natural outflowing like, “I'm here for you. I'm with you to the end.” 

Why? Because that relationship is tight, strong and it's brilliant; it's powerful. So, it's just a 

natural byproduct. It's not like we're aiming to be in our sixties dying of cancer. You don’t have 

to aim.  

It's the point of investing in that critical relationship. It just naturally happens when there's love 

and charity in the marriage. Amen! Naturally, because “the two will become one flesh.” You're 

literally one person, like you can't live without your queen and she can't live without you.  You 

know what I'm saying? You're inseparable; you're one. The days that you were alone become 

less than the days that you are together in marriage. For example, the Queen and I we have 

more years living together than apart. You see, and it only gets stronger; it only gets greater. 

 

Center of CIG and of Peace Police-Peace Militia 

So, that sense of moral duty, strong relationships, strong husband and wife; because the crux of 

civilization, the crux of the Blessed family is what? It's the husband and the wife, it's the father 

and the mother; that's the crux. Young parents, as your kids grow, they're going to ask, 

“Mommy, do you love Daddy more or do you love me more?” They're going to come to Daddy, “Do 

you love me more or do you love Mommy more?” They're going to play those kinds of games and 

when they play, you play back and you tell them, “Of course, Daddy loves Mommy number one, 

Honey; of course, Mommy loves Daddy number one. Number one is Daddy but Mommy loves you 

separate and Mommy loves you in a special way. But number one is Daddy.” 
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When the kids know that rule set, when they know that's the landscape, then their behavior 

changes. They're no longer trying to pull Daddy to get what they want, and “Mommy's the bad 

guy,” or vice versa: “Mommy’s the good guy and Daddy's the bad guy. Let's see whom I can pull; let's 

see which one I can use.” Those are bad lessons; we don’t want to teach our kids that. You don’t 

want to be so naive and stupid as parents that you get played like that, and you're literally 

teaching your children to manipulate you to get what they want at the cost of hurting your own 

marriage. That's bad! We have to have wisdom beyond that; we have to be WISER than that.  

We have to know that they're not doing this because they're evil children or they're not doing 

this because it's bad. But when there's a vacuum, people will naturally feel that vacuum and 

they'll try to play around with it. That's why parents have to have wisdom. Amen! That's why 

having that relationship between husband and wife very clear and strong is such a power for 

the young kids. We wouldn't want to be manipulated by our kids. 

That's why the center of Cheon Il Guk and the center of the Peace Police-Peace Militia and the 

strength of the Peace Police-Peace Militia in the Kingdom is the husband-and-wife relationship. 

It has to be tight. So, when you're investing in that relationship, you're investing in Peace Police- 

Peace Militia, you're investing in being your brother's keeper, you're investing in a safer society 

not only morally but literally physically. You're making investments that have direct benefit to 

you.  

But see, it’s amazing how God made it: this investment into your marriage has great benefit to 

you in terms of your joy, happiness, abundance of life and all those kinds of things that God has 

given you. So, it has amazing benefit to you but also it has amazing benefit for our local, or the 

wider circles of Peace Police-Peace Militia, decentralized law enforcement in militia. It has a 

win-win spiral of benevolent moral power. Why?  

 

The Limits of Christian Liberty 

Because we don't forget that sense of moral duty. We're not just islands. This is the whole thing 

that Paul talks about in 1st Corinthians Chapter 8. You're not just an island. We can't just say, 

“I'm free, I'm free; I'm set free in Christ. I can eat those, I can drink. I'm free.” But the Bible prohibits 

drunkenness, see. And if you're drinking in front of the younger people, then you may be 

tempting them to become drunkards and then they don't receive the Kingdom of God. You see. 

Are you with me, folks? 

This subsection of 1 Corinthians chapter 8 is called “the limits of Christian Liberty.” Meaning 

that liberty comes with responsibility; it comes with responsibility. We've been set free from 

Satan's lineage but it comes with responsibility because if we only just limit it to our own liberty 

then what's going to happen? It will eventually start creating a culture as it happened in 

America. You start creating a culture and say, “No, no. I don't have to think about my brothers. I can 

wear bikinis. I can do this and go to that.” And slowly we start losing the sense of moral duty, “Oh, 
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my actions can start influencing other people and can hurt and tempt people away from these moral 

values and from God and Christ, etc.” We start losing that sense of moral duty for one another, and 

nowadays NOBODY wants to protect one another. “That's what the cops are supposed to do! That's 

what the government's supposed to do!” You go to the inner city; nobody wants to protect you; 

nobody thinks it's their duty to protect somebody. We’ve become such individualist, not 

realizing that freedom is not free. Freedom comes with responsibility. You have to defend it, 

and as a community you have to be able to understand that moral duty.  

John Adams said: “Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious people. It is wholly 

inadequate to the government of any other.” If the people become immoral, they will not be capable of 

self-governance; they will not be capable of controlling the government. That sense of self-

governance and then moral responsibility towards others is a critical act of what? It's a critical 

act of charity; an act of charity. It’s not only our knowledge in Christ that puffs us up, but 

“charity edifieth.” The Christian sense of charity, agape love, charity; this is critical in the body of 

Christ. Amen!  

 

Our Charitable Sanctuary Church Culture 

In the same way, in Sanctuary Korea or Japan there's freedom. People can associate with whom 

they want; they can create their own groups etc., all connected to Father's Kingship. They don't 

have to work through the centralized Korean or Japanese leadership etc.; they don’t have to do 

that. They can create their own groups; they can still be churches. I'll give the anointing for 

those different smaller churches; that’s fine. So, people have freedom there but there also has to 

be a sense of moral duty. 

In the Korean Church you had disagreements between this or that and they were fighting 

between the leadership, “This leader is bad.” “That leader is bad. “Okay, and I would remind them, 

“Okay fine, I understand. You people don't like each other; that's fine. But you're BOTH under Father's 

authority; you BOTH are standing up and standing with the Second King and Three Kingship. You're 

on the SAME side! And both of you are not perfect; for every long list of this leader and all his flaws, we 

can make a list for you. So, let's be CHARITABLE!” It's like what this scripture’s saying: let's be 

CHARITABLE when we're in the same body. Amen! 

We don’t have to be perfect. Look, there are some crazy people. But they're going to do it to 

themselves; if they act crazy, they hurt relationships and burn bridges, that's hurting them. We 

pray that they don't do that, we pray that people don't act immature and childish like that, but 

if they've done that, they've done that to themselves. We can still pray for them, but it doesn't 

mean you're forced to let crazy people rule over you. No! No, no, no, no, no, no! Kings and 

queens don't allow that; that's not what the Scripture is saying. It is saying, “Even though people 

get on your nerves, be charitable; don't be petty.” 

You younger people, when your kids get older and let's say they get ready for blessing you will 

see that the Blessing doesn't always work on the first go, on the first match that they have, the 
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first person they meet. It doesn't always work out that way. Many times, the first one fails, 

second one fails, third one fails. So, you have to understand that. It didn't work out with that 

child who is from another Blessed family. I feel personal pain because my child is crying or my 

child is sad. But both children are young and they said stupid stuff or whatever the case may be 

and there are feelings hurt. But feelings are not facts; they're just feelings.  

The fact is what? That family still is under Father's authority, that family is still a God's central 

Blessed family, so I have to love them. I still I have to be charitable. Even though it didn't work 

out with my child and it's painful and I want to blame them for everything - most people want 

to do that, right – no, no, I have to act like a good king or a good queen. I have to be charitable. 

These are still people in the Kingdom. Are you with me folks? Amen! 

That's the whole thing of being not just of knowledge but of wisdom. Nobody wants to live 

under a psychopathic king; everybody wants to be near a benevolent king, and as kings and 

priests in our families, it’s the same with our children. Our children and people around us they 

want to be near good kings and queens, benevolent people; not petty. Not petty like, “Oh, you 

hate me and I'm going to …” you know this kind of crazy stuff. Not petty people! 

It doesn't mean we're perfect; everybody is at different levels, but that's why the Word guides 

us to a higher place. It reminds us, “Oh, we got to level up in certain places. We got to keep on 

progressing here for the glory of God. We're not going to be petty with one another. Even though it didn't 

work out with our children or whatever the case may be, we are going to still pray for that family; we're 

going to still wish them well, we're going to still hope that they're going to have a great marriage and 

great relationship with their future husband or wife.” This kind of benevolent rooting for one 

another’s spirit is very important in the Kingdom.  

Rooting from one another. We see the young kings and queens they're going on dates, “Oh, 

those little … all they like is dating; they just date all the time! They don't know what we went through.” 

Don't be so bitter and nasty! These are the next children. They're getting the blessing of the 

settlement age. Be happy for them that they're putting in the investment into their relationship, 

because they're not just going for hedonism. They're MARRIED! They're MARRIED! They went 

before the altar of God and became consecrated as a husband and wife, king and priest, queen 

and evangelist. They went and made their covenant with God. So, when they are doing things 

that are strengthening their kingship, as the other kingship lines we should be celebrating them, 

“Oh, great job! Wonderful! That's so great!” 

It should be a community and a culture of what? Celebrating the strength of the kings and the 

queens, their relationships. Why? Because again I'll just remind you: it's the root of the Peace 

Police-Peace Militia on a practical note; it's the root of it. If you have messed up families, you’re 

going to have messed up Peace Police-Peace Militia. If you have strong marriages, those people 

are going to be quite motivated and responsible to defend their family and their friends and 

their neighbors and their lives; they're going to be responsible shepherds. Why? Because their 
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relationship is strong, and they understand the VALUE of the relationship and they want to 

give BACK to society by being good protectors and shepherds. Amen! 

So, we want that culture of like, “Oh, you're doing good!” And I know some people feel, “Oh, why 

are you always making so much pressure? I know we don't go out and date and we don't invest in our 

marriage, but why are we always celebrating everybody doing good in their marriages?” What the heck 

is wrong with you, you crazy narcissist? Be happy for people who are doing good in the 

Kingdom! Use it as motivation to say, “Oh, I'm slipping and sliding. I haven't taken my wife out for 

three weeks.” Idiot, right! Use it as motivation. Don't look at a guy who got big biceps and say, 

“How dare you?” Just say, “Dang, bro; those biceps look good! Let me hit that gym.” So, “YOU hit it, 

you lazy bum!” Come on! 

In the same way, you see that couple doing good, “Praise God! Great job! That's wonderful!” Use it 

to inspire YOU! Get off that couch with this crazy demonic ITV and the clicker, and start 

investing in your queen or your king. Amen! Start enjoying the time out. Don't just be like, “Oh, 

we have to do this; it's some duty. Oh, we have to go out again and have a date. Oh, how terrible!” What 

planet are you living on, you whacked-out crazy person? That's a terrible attitude, right? You're 

living in a safe environment; it's not a war zone, we're not in a civil war yet, we're not like 

Afghanistan or Iraq where some of these combat vets had to go. You're living in a basically free 

Kingdom, you're enjoying all the luxuries of God and you're complaining, “Oh, I got to go on a 

date?” Oh my gosh! Come on!  

That date is not only a date; it's investing, it's praying. That's when you pray for your queen, 

that's when you thank one another, that's when you give glory to God, that's when you have a 

nice feast together; that's when you remember how grateful you are to be with one another, 

how great God’s grace is. That's when you remember charity and His love, “Ah, His love can’t 

only stay here. We've got to extend it to the kids, we've got to extend it to one-on-one days, we've got to 

extend it also to our neighbors and give back.” See how that pours overflowing? That charity 

becomes power, a sense of moral duty. But again, it comes from a strong, strong, strong 

relationship between husband and wife; power, power, power. Very, very, important. 

 

Upcoming election 

Folks, we are living in such an incredible time and I don't want to forget. I’ve been talking about 

this fun stuff, about our marriage and investing in our marriage and dating our wife and all the 

wonderful fun stuff but also, we can't forget what planet we're living on. At the same time, we 

are in a serious time of crisis. 

God is moving so a lot of people are waking up but there is a problem when you have nobody 

in the Congress and the Senate in the entire United States government trying to de-escalate 

nuclear war. That's a problem; that's a serious problem. Nobody’s trying to de-escalate and you 
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have only escalation after escalation after escalation. We know it’s the time of judgment; we 

know there's going to be a time of tribulation. 

In PA, we pray Mastriano gets in. He is a TREMENDOUS combat vet, he's a TREMENDOUS 

leader; he stands up for the values. He's the only man that's in for election integrity, only one 

that stood for the auditing of the election system. You remember that? Remember they wouldn't 

even give him a place in Harrisburg so he had to rent hotels to have different reports given to 

the media. That was Mastriano; Mastriano’s doing that kind of fight.  

The reality of the matter is that he's 14 points behind. The league of governors has pulled their 

funding from him, and Trump has not donated one cent to him; that's the reality. He's been 

stonewalled from the very beginning. The RINOs hate him. Stupid Republicans! They don't 

even support an actual Republican because they’re RINOs. They don't care if they sell out the 

country and help a commie as long as they can play pro-wrestling. You know what that means? 

That means, “Okay, we'll let you guys take power but let us keep our jobs and we'll be the “Republican” 

heroes trying to fight you.”  

But it's all a show; it's pro wrestling, “We'll be the bad guys but just make sure you keep paying us the 

150k or the 250k and we're fine with that. It doesn't matter if the state or the country goes kaboom. It 

doesn't matter as long as we get that money. We'll play pro wrestling with you; just don't kill us or kill 

our family when you take over. Okay?” That's what they do! They're not interested in taking the 

country back or being honest, having election integrity. They had two years to get rid of Act 77 

which is the mail-in voter fraud. They didn't get rid of it; two years they didn't do anything. 

They had the majority too; they had the majority and they didn't do ANYTHING!  

Now, you have Shapiro coming in who is 14 points above, which is a very big lead, and Shapiro 

is what? He's a FLAMING commie leftist. He already raised what? 51 million dollars. 25 million 

from out of state. That's from Bloomberg; that's from George Soros. Mastriano has not even 

raised 5 million. TEN TIMES more money! Out spending him like nuts! For one advertisement 

for Mastriano, TEN come up for Shapiro! Of course, they're wanting to kill Pennsylvania and 

the Northeast corridor; kill it, take control of it, get all those election votes, secure the 

presidency and then never let Trump in again. They're on their way of doing it. 

But even amongst all this, Mastriano is still fighting; he's still pushing. For the people in 

Pennsylvania, in order for this to flip, there has to be a giant wave such as we've never seen 

before. EVERY Republican has to come out and be at the voting locations, filming the cheating 

and at the same time doing in-person voting. To have a massive red wave, everybody and their 

dead uncle has to come. 

That's the only way you're going to get over 14 points, PLUS the apparatus of cheating which 

the Democrats already have in place. They can cheat with big numbers, millions and millions of 

votes; they still have the apparatus for cheating. So, you can’t only just win by 1%; you got to 

win by like 15%. You got to literally switch to a 30% swing; which is not impossible but it's also 
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really hard. Pennsylvania is going to fight hard and all the patriots and all the folks in 

Pennsylvania. We'll be back in PA this week, so we'll see you all next weekend as well.  

 

The larger context of God’s victory 

But the point is: in this time of tribulation, we have to understand the larger context. Even 

though we may lose small victories, it doesn't mean we lose the war. Amen! God's Kingdom is 

not built on just the success of the physical campaigns. God's Kingdom everlasting is built upon 

the moral victories of His people. The moral victories of Father’s Three Kingship are very 

critical, right? Cain and Abel not killing each other, and uniting for the purpose of the Father, 

going against the Harlot, who is our physical mother but who now became the Harlot of 

Babylon. Painful, heart-wrenching, terrible, horrible for anybody! But having to do it for 

Father's glory.  

Standing up for Father when NOBODY would, and as the heir and successor, you have to do it; 

that's your job. You don't have a choice about that; that's the reason why he chose you. Because 

when everybody is going to throw him under the rug and go along with the money and status, 

you're the only one - and your brother- who’s going to say,” NO!” That’s the victory of the Four 

Position Foundation.  

The purpose of Creation is what? The purpose of creation is not winning one political battle, 

getting a governor in, getting a new president in. That's not the purpose of creation. The 

purpose of creation, as we know from the Divine Principle, is to what? For Adam and Eve to 

create the Four Position Foundation, Three Kingship and to substantiate the Kingdom of 

God on earth and for all their progeny then to live in God's Kingdom. Are you with me, 

folks? That's literally the purpose. 

So, we have to get back to that larger context. We may have things that turn against us, like all 

of us were heart-wrenched when Trump got kicked out of office. He did not invoke the 

Insurrection Act even though they were committing an insurrection and burning down entire 

cities’ infrastructure across the nation. He could have done it but he didn't. At the same time 

remember all the QAnon people, “Oh, he's going to come back. There's going to be a miracle. All the 

military is secretly waiting…” Oh, hopium, hopium, hopium, hopium, hopium, hopium; hopium 

dealers! 

That's not the purpose of creation, folks. Whenever that happens, we have to step back and 

remember the purpose of creation.  

True Father is victorious.                                                                                                                                                   

His lineage is victorious which you're all connected to.                                                                                        

His Cain and Abel, his sons that he anointed did not betray him; that is victorious.                                 

The Four Position Foundation: True Mother Kang she's in that position now as True Mother; 

that is victorious. 
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See, THAT’s the foundation upon which the Cheon Il Guk Constitution COMES out!                   

THAT’s the foundation upon which the Kingdom eventually is set up.                                                    

THAT’s the victory that we've already gained because we didn't seek the money and the status; 

we did what our Father did and threw it all the way. For what? God's Will, honor. It doesn't 

mean we're perfect or anything, but it means we're normal and how God wants us to be. We're 

not psychopaths, we're normal in the sense that this is how everybody should be.  

So, the victory has already been won. And look at all the kingship lines that have been 

established, consecrated under Father; that have been coronated under Father's authority! Look 

at this victory; that's a tremendous victory already. The Kingdom has already been established. 

Look at all the harvest: the new Blessed families that are being formed; the new kings that have 

been coronated! The Kingdom is expanding. Already on the larger context on the microcosm, in 

the spiritual realm, already the victory has been won. 

The earthly things may not go the way we want. Nobody wanted Trump to lose and have Chi-

com Biden in there to wreck us for four years and make us into the most joke of a country; 

destroying our infrastructure, our economy, doing a worldwide Chi-com virus and killing the 

West and America and now being on the threshold of nuclear thermonuclear war with Russia 

which nobody's trying to de-escalade. Okay, nobody wanted that.  

But EVEN THOUGH they do that and more, which they will, because in the next two weeks 

they can do false flag attacks; they can try to take out the electric grid, and they could say they 

got hacked. They can hack themselves and say Russia did it and then say it's an act of war. You 

know how this game is played, right folks? You all understand this. This can escalate very 

quickly the next three weeks, months, whatever the case may be. 

But the point is: no matter what happens on that external level, even though there's pain 

involved, even though there is suffering involved, even though there’s heart-wrenching 

involved, feelings are not facts. The fact of the matter is:  

*Jesus is victorious.                                                                                                                                                

*True Father is victorious.                                                                                                                                      

*Our True Mother Kang, she's victorious.                                                                                                          

*Cain and Abel, victorious.                                                                                                                                    

*The Three Kingship, victorious.                                                                                                                          

*The kingships of God uniting with Father’s Three Kingship lineage, victorious                                              

*The Constitution, victorious! 

Do you understand? It has been established folks. Whether they like it or not, it has been 

established. All that has to be done is at some point, we just need to be given permission to have 

sovereignty over a certain plot of land. It will become the most prosperous place in the world; it 

will be decentralized. The Cheon Il Guk Constitution literally can run a country; it is literally a 

document that can run a country where the liberty and the freedom is maximized, the limits on 

government are maximized and the freedoms are also maximized. If that was established on 
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earth, if there was a place of sovereignty that would allow that, that place would burgeon, 

multiply.  

So, through God's grace we have already claimed the victory; not by our own merit. We've been 

blessed to be part of this whole story, but we have to remember the larger context, especially 

when it gets depressing because honestly politics gets very depressing folks. It doesn't go the 

way you want; it doesn't move the way you want it. A lot hangs in the balance; it’s TRUE, a lot 

does hang in the balance in the short term. But in the long term? We always have to remember 

the larger picture. In the long term our God is victorious. He has won! He has won the war. 

(Applause) 

So, I just want to encourage you folks today. I know it's a rough road and Pennsylvania may be 

having rough times and we may have a mass exodus down to Tennessee; that's why we need a 

bigger sanctuary. But no matter what happens, keep in mind the bigger context, okay; keep in 

mind the bigger context. Keep in mind the bigger context: the purpose of creation, the victory 

of True Parents, the victory of Jesus, the victory of True Father's lineage, the Three Kingship, 

the Constitution, all your kingship lines; we've been victorious. It doesn't mean we're perfect 

but it means we've secured a victory for God. And that context is big news and it's big, big, big. 

It's very important; it's very big.  

So, even in the midst of all this craziness and all the anxiety that is here and the IRS is after us 

and after the people with 87,000 new agents, all that kind of stuff, all the craziness, still don't be 

paralyzed by fear. Amen! “God has not given the spirit of fear but of power, of love and of a sound 

mind!”  

Don't be paralyzed by fear!                                                                                                                                      

KEEP investing in your queen,                                                                                                                                 

KEEP investing in your king,                                                                                                                                  

KEEP investing in your Blessed marriage,                                                                                                                   

KEEP investing in the one-on-ones with your children,                                                                            

KEEP investing in your brother, in your neighbor. Amen!                                                                                               

KEEP that moral sense of DUTY as we saw in 1st Corinthians chapter 8.                                                                

KEEP that moral sense of DUTY, that CHARITABLE heart for God and of course for your 

neighbor. Amen! 

Please join me in prayer! 
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Pastor Sean’s Prayer 

Father God, we thank You for this beautiful day and we know that in the end 

God, You are in control and You have secured the VICTORY. The Constitution of 

the Kingdom of God has been RELEASED upon Your tremendous victories, that 

You have accomplished and You have manifested on this earth. We are so graced 

and we are so blessed to be part of that victory even though we're not perfect and 

even though many times we make You cry, or make You laugh. 

But dear God, we pray that amidst all the craziness in the world we always stay focused on 

Your purpose of creation; we always stay focused on what You originally INTENDED at the 

beginning of time and space and at the beginning of the creation of this world. Let us not forget 

that LARGER context because even though the political battles in front of us are critically 

important, critically important, we must not let them BOUND our heart into fear and terror, but 

we must always bind our hearts to YOU to YOUR Will. We pray every day, “Let YOUR Will be 

done! Let THY Kingdom come!” 

And it is so important for us to remember once again, dear God, not only to have knowledge 

because knowledge can puff us up, but to be CHARITABLE, to be charitable. To have the heart 

of charity, to “love You and love our neighbor,” to remember to take care of our spouse, to invest in 

those KEY relationships that strengthen the Peace Police and Peace Militia, that strengthen the 

citizens of the Kingdom of God. 

Let us also have a culture of not being jealous of one another but being CELEBRATORY of one 

another's investments and effort in their relationship with their spouse, with their children.            

Let us PRAY for one another always, and even though at times we may HURT one another's 

FEELINGS,                                                                                                                                                                   

Let us know that feelings are not facts.  

The FACT is that Your purpose of creation has been victorious and been FULFILLED.                          

The FACT is that Jesus’ mission has been FULFILLED.                                                                                             

The FACT is that True Parents are VICTORIOUS.                                                                                                           

The FACT is that Cain and Abel stood against evil as the whole world scorned them, to follow 

and stay loyal to the Father.                                                                                                                                               

The FACT is that the Three Kingship stayed with You.                                                                                              

The FACT is that You found the most FAITHFUL godly woman and raised her to be Queen of 

Queens, our True Mother Kang.                                                                                                                                

The FACT is that Your Kingship has EXPANDED and people have returned back to Your 

authority, established and CORONATED as kings and queens in the Kingdom of God.                               

The FACT is that the Constitution has been RELEASED!  

Dear God, You have been SO victorious over the last few years alone. Even though the WORLD 

has gone the opposite way towards judgment, we know that this is only a quickening for the 

establishment of Your true and real Kingdom on this EARTH.  
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So, dear God encourage us today; give us STRENGTH today! Let us see far into the future at the 

horizon and not only STARE at the clouds that are in front. We must fight the clouds that are in 

front we must FACE the clouds that are in front, but we must ALSO have eyes that see 

THROUGH them. 

Dear God give us that wisdom, give us that strength today. Let us have that moral sense of 

DUTY for one another! Let us not allow each other to slip and let's ENCOURAGE one another, 

celebrating and STANDING for one another and America and the world at this CRITICAL time. 

We give YOU the praise, the glory and honor because Your victories ARE GREAT! They are 

MASSIVE and You've ALREADY won the war of the Kingdom and You've already won the 

war of lineage and You've already won the war of the tribe. You've won it all and now we are 

waiting for that to be established as the days unfold. 

So, dear God we pray that You would use us during this time to encourage others to come into 

the Kingdom of God to have the same sense of hope that we have, but at the same time GIVE us 

the courage to NOT be petrified and filled with fear at this time. Let us ALWAYS keep our eyes 

on the prize! Let us ALWAYS keep our eyes on YOUR Will and not our will and let YOUR Will 

and Kingdom come for that is the purpose of our lives. 

We want to give You the praise, glory and honor with all the kingship lines gathered here 

together with Your Three Generation Kingship and we pray in Your precious name. Amen! 

Amen! Aju! 

All right folks, let's all rise and give God the glory. Amen!  

 

 

 

 


